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Q1. In this COVID19 where things are totally in lockdown, how we can increase business
revenue?
-Dr Ray Nulty, Stratagem Partners and Barbara C. Matthews,
BCMstrategy, Inc.
Several companies remodelled their business model under our expertise
during lockdown to enable them to continue earn revenues. The usual starting point is usually
based upon Ansoff’s matrix:
 Can we sell new products or services to existing customers?
 Can we sell existing products to new customers?
To help with this, ADAM Global in partnership with WebPort Global use the Datamine facility to
identify all services and products existing customers buy and scan the global market to see if there
are potential new customers for existing products and services. The process is very fast and WebPort
Global will provide contact details and potentially introductions to facilitate the process.
Where the above approach isn’t an option and we need to fundamentally look for new
opportunities, we take a more radical and innovative approach. Here we look at opportunities such
as creating new services which can be delivered digitally, or develop new international
collaborations to develop home or international markets, or create new product or service
propositions. We start by asking the following critical questions:
 Do we have a strong sense of purpose which will strongly resonate with customers and staff
during these times?
 Can we implement changes which are worth sustaining and developing beyond the current
pandemic?
 What can we do fast and without investment?
 Is there anything which is broken in the current COVID-19 market environment that we can
do better?
 How can we utilise existing or widely available technologies in a unique and interesting way?
 What will people pay for, now?
 Can we be proud of what we did during COVID-19 and be seen to do the right thing?
Spotting revenue opportunities over the next 12-18 months will also require a laser focus on public
policy in ways that have not been important in the past. Mobility restrictions, new standards for
disinfecting business establishments, data privacy requirements, environmental regulations, and
more will change even as economic support programs evolve. Businesses that are proactive about
monitoring global policy developments automatically and daily will be in a position to make better
and faster strategic decisions to capitalize on opportunities and measure their potential exposure to
public policy risks.
In our view, there is limited value in pursing the more radical opportunities if the new revenue
opportunities cannot be sustained post COVID-19. Our advice is: plan for the medium term. We are
going through a period of major transition, so it is vital to identify which of the COVID-19 policy
changes will provide lasting market opportunities.
Many companies are innovating during this period, Click to view some good Irish examples.
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Q2. Can you give examples and specific case study/real world interactions?
-Dr Ray Nulty, Stratagem Partners

1.

Case Study - SláinteLife

We are helping SláinteLife embarked on a journey to redefine the personal training industry.
As part of their strategy development process, they were closely following research from the WEF,
WHO and other organisations concerning community health. They noticed several potential risks
including pending pandemics which could severely impact their planned development. They were
also concerned at the significant level of capital and overhead costs to create and sustain world class
facilities.
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The outbreak of COVID-19 brought forward the creation of an online
personal training service enabled by Zoom and a mobile app. Whilst it
doesn’t sound like rocket science, the proposition is very different from
the standard offering which others have drifted into. It has also been
significantly shaped by COVID-19. There are a number of key learnings
for other organisations:
 Creation of a client offering which would be significantly better than
anything offered by gyms today. This applied equally to active gym users
and those who don’t like the environment. The offering aims to combine
physical training, dietary advice and healthy habit formation support
 SláinteLife focussed on radically improving existing customer
journeys. For example: online personal health and well-being
consultations throughout the lifetime of the program delivered by a
range of qualified health experts; wellbeing programs created and
actively maintained based on individuals’ goals and capabilities; highly
personalised services; Easy to use intuitive tools to empower the client
manage their health and well-being
Propositions which meet a clear COVID-19 client requirement, including: team building and
energy sustaining programs for corporates with concerns over motivating and sustaining
energy levels of teams working from home; weekly check-ins for clients living alone; exercise
programs which address issues associated with using home facilities not ideally suited for
sustaining long periods of work; friends and family programs to bring people together in a
fun virtual exercise environment
A service enabled by a combination of readily available technologies which could be easily
deployed without significant technology expertise. Video conferencing, white labelled apps,
existing APIs (with fitness trackers, scheduling systems, accounting software), video
production, ecommerce etc)
In addition to carefully selecting very well qualified personal trainers with superior personal
characteristics such as empathy, communications, patience, honesty, professionalism
Finally, SláinteLife wanted to ensure that they could be proud of the difference they made to
peoples’ lives during COVID-19. They take a particular focus on the senior segment who are
isolated or cocooned at home. They provide free counselling services to people who are
having difficulty with isolation. They provide an environment for friendly challenges amongst
friends or individuals who don’t have a chance to interact with others during a time of
isolation and loneliness for people.
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2. Case study - Consumer Lending Bank
We facilitated a hackathon on behalf of a financial services
organisation who wished to help their personal customers who owned
small businesses to secure liquidity / working capital. The client does
not have a commercial lending license but has a significant exposure
to entrepreneurs and small business owners who were personal
customers.
We assembled a team of technology, public policy, SME representative
organisations and commercial financial services specialists to develop
a prototype tool which would help commercial customers identify sources of COVID-19 liquidity
funding through micro finance, local and central government programs. The objectives were to:
 Sustain SME businesses with additional liquidly during COVID-19 irrespective of whether out
client could provide the funding
 Provide small and medium sized firms with a tool which identified new and alternative
sources of funding and also helped them prepare their applications
 Enable personal lenders (including competitors) who have not previously lent to SMEs to
offer services to their customers
 Provide SMEs with access to existing / new online market places to source products, services
and customers which they have difficulty in acquiring during the pandemic.

3. Case study - Global IT services firm
Our client, a $15 billion revenue firm launched (22nd April) Module 1 of three SoluxR COVID-19
supply chain risk assessments to 70 of its Tier 1 customers globally.
 Module 1: High level C19 impact mapping (levels of capacity, expected recovery times,
requests for assistance, specialist support service needs, inventory challenges). Up to 1,000
respondents across the 70 organisations will commence using Module 1 this week.
 Module 2: Continuity Planning workflow which is completed at facility, country, region,
corporate levels. Module 2 will be invoked on a client country by country basis in May.
 Module 3: Business Recovery Planning workflow which covers over 150 topics across
stakeholders, business process, products/services, contracts, program management. Module
3 will be invoked on a client country by country basis as C19 restrictions are lifted and
recovery options identified in Module 2 are selected for execution.

4. Case study - Global Financial Brokerage Firm
BCMstrategy Inc. is currently providing strategists and analysts with access to the PolicyScope
platform which delivers both policy risk quantification and access to the underlying data.
The PolicyScope platform users see an aggregate, daily assessment of global activity in the last 24
hours regarding a large range of technical regulatory policy issues from COVID-19 and LIBOR
transition to Brexit and trade policy. Clients can choose a range of data delivery options from APIs
(which can also be interfaced into client dashboards) to customizable web-based dashboards and
email alerts. Weekly digests are also prepared for clients who require 3rd party expert analysis and
commentary.
 Using BCMstrategy, Inc.’s PolicyScope platform, the practice leader for a major global firm
spotted within 24 hours key documents and developments that were strategically significant
for his clients’ strategic interests. He and his team were able to craft a strategic response
quickly, while his competitors were not even aware of the developments.
 Testimonials from existing PolicyScope platform users:
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Hedge Fund: “if you carry positions and trade longer term, i.e. more than 30
seconds, the PolicyScope platform is a must have.”
Algorithmic Trader: "Thx for flagging (a key development)...think it's starting to
circulate in trader-chats as we speak and you beat the chats."
Bank Board Advisor and Law Professor: Your reports based on the PolicyScope data
are "on point, insightful, and more advanced than 90% of the financial commentary
out there...They are clearly based on an enormous amount of careful research and
thinking."

Q3. What are the technical tools you suggest for advisors to implement?
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1. SoluxR helps large complex and international firms who have requirements for
scenario planning, strategic planning
and managing horizon risks. Clients
include banks, global technology and
services firms. Organisation’s use SoluxR to
address:
Major risk events such as Pandemics, Brexit,
Libor Transition and Climate Emergency.
Tackle on-going exposures including Cyber
Risk, Supply Chain Risk, organisational resilience and GDPR.
2. Truthsayers help organisations assess employee sentiment and surface concerns over
how the firm is managing COVID-19 risks. Clients are concerned that traditional staff survey
methods do not give accurate results. Truthsayers neuroscience method eliminates bias
and helps enable leaders to understand how their employees really feel and what the most
pressing issues are from their perspective. They helps organisations:
With high potential for employee infection such as front line health service professionals
and businesses which still need to physically interact with the public to assess employee
stress levels and concerns
Who are concerned about remote working, operational resilience and maintaining employee
morale and energy
Who are concerned about executive burn-out, stress levels and retention to support their
leaders through the crisis.
Who want to understand the impact of operational changes which are potentially not tested
or implemented on the fly.
Who are assessing the impact of the covid-19 crisis on the organisations key stakeholders
including employees, customers and partners.
Who want to measure whether there is confidence in management actions and crisis plan
and that they have the support and loyalty of employees,
customers, suppliers, creditors and shareholders.

To measure the change readiness of leadership and
employees during any subsequent transformation programme to
track and monitor where employees are on the change curve for
input into communications planning.

Who want to understand how well they are remotely
adhering to duties of care and employee protection regulations
including local Health & Safety laws
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3. Groupdolists help firms execute
their crisis response plans. Their
digital platform/app enables the
firms to automate their plans, turning them into crisis
management workflow accessible anytime/anywhere on
a computer or smart phone. Once a crisis event is
triggered, the app immediately mobilises the right people
to respond at the right time. It issues the instructions,
explains them and provides all the command, control and
co-ordination support that an organisation needs. The
crisis team can use whatever technologies they have to
hand and Groupdolists seamlessly coordinates all the task allocation, communications, evidence
gathering, reporting and updates required to manage the crisis.
Groupdolists focuses on three separate groups within organisations:
Crisis Teams
Leadership teams
Boards

Each have a requirement to stay closely in touch and a need to take a highly
co-ordinated approach to manging the crisis and need to respond to events
immediately as they unfold. Groupdolists allows not only the flexibility to
manage and respond effectively, but allows organisations do it in a highly
secure environment.

Q4. Can the stimulant economic packages released by the government help avert an all-out
collapse of world economy?
Dr Ray Nulty, Stratagem Partners
The answer is yes, but there needs to be exceptionally strong global co-ordination.
Economically strong economies will , as ever, recover faster. For some economies, existing
government debt and low levels of economic activity will be a problem. The global economy is highly
integrated. Fall off in demand in any individual economy is felt be businesses around the world.
However, global cooperation and management of the recovery will be important. We are reminded
of the establishment of the League of Nations after World War I, and after World War II, the World
Bank and IMF, and later what became European Economic Community. All were created for grander
purposes including peace through economic cooperation. Unfortunately, the level of global
economic co-operation of the sort seen in 2008/9 has greatly decreased over the last five years.
Public Policy makers will attempt to create a “V-shaped” shaped
recovery and learn lessons from the global financial crisis.
Nonetheless, a “V-shaped” recovery will be difficult. Critical will be
funding support for the SME sector and stimulation of demand,
most probably through tax cuts. Both forms of stimulus must be
given equal priority.
In the prior financial crisis, cutting back government spending was
a key part of the solution. This time around increasing government
spend in targeted areas, including capital spending will be vital.
There are three big strategies which governments will need to
pursue:
1. Ensure that there is no amplification of current loss of output
through investor confidence and financial friction
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2. Try and ensure there are no socially damaging company failures and job losses. This will require
targeted government spending through loans and loan guarantees
3. Support the better integration of the SME sector into both the multinational and public sectors.
Governments will be constrained by existing levels of debt and whether they have capacity to
borrow more. They are likely to need to plan on sustaining fiscal stimulus for 12-18 months. The
magnitude of the bailout required is likely to be much more significant than that required in
response to the financial crisis. We need to be clear that current short term stimulus to address
immediate issues will be different to longer term requirements to stimulate economic demand and
confidence.
Q5. Single version of the truth is convenient and runs high risk of groupthink?

Tim Evans, Truthsayers: On the contrary, by using the Neurotech® method you avoid
groupthink. Groupthink itself is what happens when a group of people have a urge or need to
achieve a conformist set of decisions. This inevitably involves conscious bias to ensure the
outcome avoids conflict and creates harmony. But it won’t necessarily be the best decision
set based on the actual situation, knowledge or feeling of the individuals in the group. The
Neurotech® method in bypassing the conscious bias and measuring actual feelings and attitudes
places the ‘the truth’ firmly and squarely in front of the decision making group taking away the
‘opportunity’ to apply their own bias’s in that group dynamic. The Neurotech method is granular too
and if the right data has been uploaded in the first placed you can analyse it not just by individual
aspects of the business but location, function and seniority too.
Barbara C. Matthews, BCMstrategy, Inc.: With respect to public policy risks, the point is to
empower a broad range of corporate executives with direct information to concrete facts
about what policymakers are actually saying and doing. Distributed workforces are a higher
risk for acquiring information online from biased sources that may exaggerate or deliver
inaccurate/incomplete information that feed fear and rumours. By equipping decision-makers with
direct access to concrete, unbiased, objective, and transparent information regarding policy activity,
corporate leaders can make better decisions with confidence that they are acting on real
information.
Peadar Duffy, SoluxR: You can get HIPPO (Highest paid personal opinion) responses to
information provided from the front lines, particularly when distributed feedback from
countries conflicts with corporate views of the world. However, HIPPOs typically shrink back
from data driven, evidence based, information. Particularly when their careers are on the line.
Q6. How do you view the role of robotics in managing overhead costs, enhancing productivity
to address a V-Shaped growth trajectory in the day and age of social distancing? (Dr Raman
Subramanian)
Dr Ray Nulty, Stratagem Partners
The use of robotics in enhancing productivity has been a mixed bag and not lived up to
expectations. For example:
 Prior to the outbreak of COVID-19, industrial robotics / automation had slowed down due to
flat capital expenditure and declining manufacturing production. COVID-19 has revealed that
advanced factory automation has failed to replace human workers at any substantial level.
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Technologies have proved to be insufficiently developed, too complex or difficult to use.
These include blockchain for logistics and inventory management and AI for assembly line
robotics.
There are plenty examples of organisations using robotics and automation for simple
repetitive functions such as cleaning, automated checkouts in shops and restaurants, stock
picking at warehouses etc
Robotic process automation is being increasingly used in financial services and
administrative services to improve productivity in areas such as reconciliations, accounts
payable, loans processing, changing master data files, reviewing contracts, know your
customer (KYC), automated testing, interviews and so on.

In most cases, productivity losses due to COVID-19 has been prevented through video and
teleconference collaboration technologies rather than process automation or robotics. Undoubtedly,
COVID-19 will create new momentum for further automation and robotic investment. It will also
deliver benefits for social distancing measures required for future pandemics. A report by McKinsey
in 2017 predicted a third of workers in the US would be replaced by automation and robots by 2030.
COVID-19 has the potential to change all the timelines, however this will still take time.
Barbara C. Matthews, BCMstrategy, Inc.: The rapid pace of developments globally in March
illustrated the value of using analytical automation with respect to the public policy cycle.
 Because it is automated, our system never experiences information overload.
 Because it is a machine, our system never experiences the kind of distracting emotional
reaction that each of us has to the unfolding developments and mounting death toll from
around the world.
 Because every aspect of the system is automated,
including delivery, our customers do not need to
worry about illness creating disruptions regarding
data delivery.
By assembling a global 360-degree perspective of daily
developments and displaying that information visually,
our automated system has helped strategist and analysts
focus on hard facts and make better decisions during a
period of extreme upheaval.
Q7. Can Outsourcing back office functions in a secure environment be solution for business
continuity as backup plan and cost optimisation?
-Dr Ray Nulty, Stratagem Partners
The answer is yes, but as the question points out, the environment must be highly secure. But
the question is how can this be practically achieved as there are major challenges in providing
a secure environment. It may be very difficult to cocoon and sustain large number of employees in a
secure environment for a long period of time. Business
Outsourcing firms around the world have been badly hit as
they have been prevented from delivering services by mobility
restrictions and client controls which prevent working from
home.
Outsourcers will probably concentrate on reassuring clients
that they can sustain a secure working from home
environment. This will require technology and process
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development from not only the companies concerned (security, remote working infrastructure,
workflow management, health & safety, monitoring, audit etc) but also public infrastructure
(internet security and speeds).
-Mohammad Nibras, ADAM Global
Nevertheless, having said that, a work around would be to consider local partners for
outsourcing back office functions where you have better control when it comes to security,
than outsourcing it to a distant land where there is no control. Considering the current situation,
cost can be negotiated with local partners. This is where a platform like Adam Global Network
comes into picture where it helps its members and clients to find a trusted outsourcing partner
locally anywhere in the world.
Q8. Are there any possible lessons learned from the humanitarian aid and development world?
-Dr Ray Nulty, Stratagem Partners (Draft in progress)
Great question. I recall seeing a video recording of Mike Ryan, Executive Director at the WHO
responsible for managing the response to COVID-19 where he discussed learnings from the
Ebola crisis. He said that perfection and procrastination were the enemies of progress. He added
that decisive and quick action were the best weapons to combat the virus. These are also great
messages for businesses in responding to COVOD-19.
There are lessons we can learn from both successes and mistakes of the humanitarian aid and
development world. There are various excellent reports produced by these organisations which are
worth reading to assess the implications for business. I shall not cover these here but leave
individuals to their own research. I would like to point out these organisations tend to be better at
planning for and responding to crisis. Perhaps it is because they are highly purpose and outcome
driven? Purpose driven organisations sometimes take a more balanced approach to strategy and
risk.
A LogFrame enthusiast!
I am a long time user of Logical Framework (LogFrame). It is an
analytical and management tool which is used by multi-lateral and
bi-lateral aid agencies, international NGOs and by many
governments for the management of development projects. It is
outcomes driven and was designed to address three basic
concerns – which are highly applicable to COVID-19:
1. Planning was too vague, without clearly defined objectives that could be used to monitor and
evaluate the success (or failure) of proposals. Using Logframe, plans are driven by objectives and
outcomes, stress tested using risk scenarios. We find it forces successive levels of detail to be
developed until you are happy that plans are robust, risks and mitigants have been properly
evaluated. We tend to apply maverick thinking to both the strategy and stress testing activities to
ensure we are sufficiently challenging our outputs.
2. Management responsibilities were unclear for planning, managing risks and trigger events.
3. Evaluation was often an adversarial process, because there was no common agreement as to
what the strategy or project was really trying to achieve. We find LogFrame helps tie organisations
back to their strategic context - purpose (mission) and vision.
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Logframe is a very effective analytical tool when understood and intelligently applied. It must be
complemented by the application of other specific tools (such as Scenario Analysis, Economic and
Financial Analysis, Business Impact Assessment etc) and through the application of working
techniques which promote the effective participation of stakeholders. We have built our COVID-19
framework in SoluxR using Logframe. It quickly drives out required stakeholder, product / service,
operational (systems, processes, competencies), financial, risk management, program management,
impacts, requirements and responses.
I notice that the African Development Bank have used the tool to assess the recent proposal to grant
emergency assistance to support COVID-19 response in African countries. For in depth briefing on
how businesses are using LogFrame to tackle COVID-19, contact ADAM Global
Q9. What would be an ideal benchmark for shareholder value given the spooky behaviour of the
financial markets and total erosion of investor/ shareholder faith over the last 22 days?
-Peadar Duffy: SoluxR
Larry Fink’s letters, US Roundtable, growth in ESG portfolios are all bellwethers for the
transition from short-termism (agency drivers) to long-term sustainability of value creation and
preservation. This movement started after the ’08 Global Financial Crisis, has been steadily gathering
pace, and is likely in my view to accelerate now.
The threat of pandemics has been with us for over a decade now. Everyone knew of the deep global
interconnections and interdependencies but there was no financial driver to do anything about them
as to do so would / will reduce margins. Sustainability (not just in terms of the environment, but long
term viability) is the new paradigm.
-Chris Langdon, Thinking the Unthinkable
To develop Peadar Duffy’s point: this month we are hearing a lot of wise talk, for example, from
the EBRD of “an opportunity to “tilt to green” with a significant proportion of large-scale
recovery spending being pledged, making it a key accelerator towards a low-carbon economy. There
is a lot of discussion on framing shareholder value and different metrics. One we are watching with
interest is the World Benchmarking Alliance.
-Dr Ray Nulty, Stratagem Partners
This is a really difficult question, which I am afraid I
cannot answer. It does however raise some serious
issues which are worth considering. COVID-19 undermines
company profits and revenues as output is curtailed or
ceased due to lock down. Cash flows may also dry up and this
will have a compounding negative impact on company
valuations. Valuations on many company balance sheet are speculative because they are based on
estimates of future cash flows associated with assets that may not be realised. These include
speculative assets which will also be impacted by COVID-19 such as goodwill, property, financial
instruments, patents and so on.
Many governments have provided unprecedented emergency economic packages to both
employees and companies to support them during the crisis. Some organisations would not be
otherwise viable from either or both a liquidity and balance sheet solvency perspective.
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COVID-19 could have significant impacts on future government policy. Jurisdictions are likely to take
diverse approaches. For example, some jurisdictions might place requirements on companies in
respect of the social privilege of limited liability or potentially companies might not be permitted to
operate solely for the creation of shareholder value. These type of measures would require public
policy interventions in several areas including possibly: preventing companies from buying back their
own share capital; changing of accounting rules to limit speculative asset value impairment;
changing tax law on dividends; restrictions on distribution of dividends; restrictions on converting
certain shareholder reserves into bonus issues; etc.
Q10. How do you funnel the front line people and people dealing with external stakeholders and
how do we keep it real time/agile?
SoluxR identifies roles and locations for each respondent. It also maps individuals to a variety of
relationships including stakeholders, processes, functions, systems, etc before impact or risk
assessments are started.
Groupdolists as part of defining crisis management plans, the platform maps individuals to particular
tasks and responsibilities.
Truthsayers stresses the need to understand your stakeholder landscape. Later which, you either set
up separate surveys (incl. assessments / diagnostics) if stakeholder groups are very different.
Alternatively, if you wish to use a single survey, you can capture, location, function, tenure etc.
You keep it real-time by pushing out surveys on a
regular frequency. The frequency of surveys will depend
upon your need, and how often you need to take action
or expect to see results. Once 5 people have responded
to a survey the analysis is made available. Updates can
be tracked as more participants respond. The full
analysis is available immediately after the survey closes
so it is real-time in that sense. The platform is a highly
agile component based architecture so new surveys can
be set up and launched within hours and still benefit
from the same level of powerful analytics.

Q11. How do Truthsayers assess multicultural aspect?
In discussion with the client experts, we design surveys which take account of culture. Culture may
be both internal (i.e. specific to a function / location) and geographic (specific to a region / country /
gender / race). We have frequently been required to run surveys for clients to deal with many
different cultural variations.
The surveys / assessments / diagnostics themselves can be run in any language even if you have
multiple languages within one region / team. Outside of that it is then down to leadership teams to
combine insights gained with a ‘glocal’ approach i.e. a sensitive, aware application of the company’s
overarching values and norms interpreted using local cultural nuances.
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Q12. Can this system be used by the Government, if yes what about the issues of Privacy and
Security of the contents, where is the location of the server?
Yes, all of our systems can be used by Government. They are all hosted by Amazon Web Services
(AWS) who have a worldwide government customer base and state-of-the-art security protocols.
BCMstrategy, Inc only takes as inputs publicly available information. Where it uses third-party
media, the platform customers must use their own authentication credentials to access the thirdparty content. The data privacy policy, which has been approved by the board, is simple: BCM will
never sell or share customer usage information to third parties unless compelled to do so by a court
order.
Security and Privacy is not a challenge, SoluxR uses top tier (Gartner/Forrester top 5 rated)
technologies which are in use across Fortune 50’s and Governments. The security white paper is
available on request.
COVID-19 BUSINESS TECH SOLUTIONS: LIVE DEMO
WATCH FULL WEBINAR

Adam Global in association with Stratagem Partners has launched ‘Covid-19
Business Continuity Plan’ for small to large scale organizations to seamlessly
integrate all business operations amidst global COVID-19 outbreak. Our strategies
are powered by BCMstrategy, Inc, Groupdolists, Truthsayers, SoluxR and many
more Artificial Intelligence tech platforms.
Read more:
5 Steps To Protect Your Business From Covid-19
Building Resilient Business During COVID-19 Using Artificial Intelligence
Leaders: Here is how to measure the impact of COVID-19 on your people

Contact ADAM Global to find out how you can build a sustaining model for your
business & generate revenue amidst the COVID-19 crisis.
Mail us at: mohammad.nibras@adamglobal.com
Ph: +971 50 224 5182
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